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Abstract In recent years, the emergence of georeferenced media, like geotagged
photos, on the Internet has opened up a new world of possibilities for geographic
related research and applications. Despite of its short history, georeferenced media
has been attracting attentions from several major research communities of Computer
Vision, Multimedia, Digital Libraries and KDD. This paper provides a comprehensive survey on recent research and applications on online georeferenced media.
Specifically, the survey focuses on four aspects: (1) organizing and browsing georeferenced media resources, (2) mining semantic/social knowledge from georeferenced
media, (3) learning landmarks in the world, and (4) estimating geographic location of
a photo. Furthermore, based on the current technical achievements, open research
issues and challenges are identified, and directions that can lead to compelling
applications are suggested.
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1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the phenomenal advances of media-sharing services
on the Internet, such as Flickr™ and Youtube™. Together with geotagging1 facilities, these media repositories host sheer volume of georeferenced and communitycontributed media resources, including documents, photos and videos, etc. For example, Flickr2 hosts over 40 millions public georeferenced photos, while Wikipedia3
lodges over 1 million geotagged articles [43, 44]. Collocated with temporal references
and textual meta-data, these enriched multimedia have provided a unprecedented
wealth of data to solve geographic-related multimedia and vision tasks that were
unattainable in the past.
As shown in Fig. 1, in general, there exist three types of media with time- and
georeferences on the Internet: (1) geotagged photos on photo-sharing websites like
Flickr™, (2) georeferenced videos on websites like Youtube,4 and (3) georeferenced
web documents, like articles in Wikipedia and blogs in MySpace.5 In the era of Web
2.0, the various georeferenced media are mostly socially generated, collaboratively
authored and community-contributed. The time- and geo-references, together with
text meta-data, reflect where and when the media was collected or authored, or the
locations and times described by the media content. The enriched online multimedia
resources open up a new world of opportunities to discover geographic related
knowledge and information of our human society. For example, billions of geo- and
time- referenced photos on Flickr6 connect geography, time and visual information
together and provide possibilities to discover visual patterns and knowledge of a
particular geo-location.
Though mining on georeference multimedia is a recently emerging research topic,
geographic data mining has been an active research field in the research community
of knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) [5, 11, 29, 45, 61, 83]. In the domain
of KDD, geographic data mining, or geographic knowledge discovery (GKD), refers
to the process of extracting implicit knowledge, geospatial relations, rules and
knowledge from massive georeferenced databases [13, 23, 29]. Since 1990s, digital
geospatial data have gone through immense explosion, fueled by the technological
developments of digital mapping, remote sensing and Global Positioning System
(GPS), etc. Facing the sheer volume of digital geographical data, researchers from
the KDD community developed various approaches for efficient geographical analysis and spatial relationship modeling [29, 45].
Compared to geographic data mining in KDD, recent research on online georeferenced multimedia differs in two-fold. First, geographic data mining usually

1 Geotagging,

or georeferencing, here refers to associating a media resource with geographical/location information.

2 http://flickr.com
3 http://wikipeida.org
4 http://youtube.com
5 http://myspace.com
6 http://flickr.com
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Fig. 1 Georeferenced
multimedia documents in San
Francisco area.
a Georeferenced photos,
b georeferenced wikipedia
documents, and
c georeferenced Youtube
videos

works on specialized georeferenced databases, such as digital map of land usage,
demographical database of social networks, etc. In contrast, the online georeferenced
multimedia are community-contributed data that describe places, events, activities,
and various aspects of people’s life in a general manner. Second, geographic objects and spatial relationships in KDD studies are interpreted in spatio-temporal
representations, while the online multimedia data present multi-modal information
from visual, textual, geospatial and temporal channels. Due to the two differences
above, existing geographic data mining methods can not be applied to georeferenced
multimedia “as is”.
The multi-modality and heterogeneity of online georeferenced multimedia have
encompassed challenges not seen in traditional geographic data ming and attracted
attentions of researchers from various community of KDD, Multimedia, Digital library and Computer Vision. This motivates us to survey the recent research on online
georeferenced multimedia, and appraise what have been achieved and what are
the challenges and directions that can lead to compelling applications. Specifically,
we review the recent literature work in the following four aspects: (1) organizing
and browsing georeferenced media resources, (2) mining semantic/social knowledge
from georeferenced media, (3) learning landmarks in the world, and (4) estimating
geographic location of a photo. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of various methods of geotagging media resources, ranging from
integrated hardware to software solutions. Section 3 surveys the recent research and
applications on georeferenced multimedia resources on the Internet. In Section 4,
we discuss the challenges and research directions. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusive
remarks.

2 Collective geotagging
The voluminous georeferenced media on the Internet are a result of collective
geotagging by the web community. Geotagging refers to the process of adding
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Fig. 2 The geotagging
interface in Flickr. Users drag
and drop photos to a location
on the map to geotag them

geographical identification metadata to media resources, such as photographs, video,
articles, websites and so on [39]. The metadata usually consists of GPS latitude and
longitude coordinates, and sometimes, altitude, camera heading direction and place
names [14, 85]. In general, the means of geotagging can be classified into two types:
integrated hardware (automatic), and purely software solutions (manual) [17].
To date, an ever increasing amount of cameras and smart phones have been
embracing GPS technologies, as the hardware cost becomes more trivial. These
capturing devices save the GPS coordinates of the photo shooting location into
the EXIF fields, together with other attributes like shutter times, focal lengths, etc.
Besides GPS devices embedded in camera, GPS logger, a standalone GPS add-on
for cameras, is an alternative means to log location information into photos. Being
attached to a camera, a GPS logger can embed location information with photos
through timestamp correlation and interpolation. In addition to GPS technologies,
Wi-Fi, cellular radio, like GSM and CDMA, and other sensor networks have been
used as hybrid positioning systems to determine the geo-location via triangulation
[66, 77]. GPS and other geo-location acquisition hardware provide an automatic
solution for geotagging photos and videos. However, till now, only a small portion
of georeferenced media are geotagged via this means, as GPS-equipped cameras are
far from prevalent.
Most georeferenced media on the Internet are retro tagged by web users manually
via a geotagging software platform. To facilitate easy geotagging, commercial mediasharing services, including Picasa™, Zoomr,7 Flickr, Panoramio, and Youtube, etc,
have adopted map based tagging tools. In general, these geotagging tools allow a user
to drag and drop photos to a location on the map, as shown in Fig. 2. The intuitive
map and user-friendly interface render the geotagging a simple and straightforward
process. However, the major limitation of such geotagging processes is that the
accuracy in the location specification is not fine enough to identify the precise point
where a photo has been shot. Currently, there exist no industry standards on tagging

7 http://zoomr.com
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and storing geotags of media. Most commercial media repositories store geotags in
tag-based systems, similar to how text tags are stored.
Though the software platform requires manual intervention in geo-tagging photos,
its simplicity has made it particularly popular and widely used in photo repositories
like Flickr and Panoramio. In August 2006, geo-tagging facilities at Flickr started
to operate; and by the year of 2007, more than 20 million geo-tagged photos have
been uploaded at Flickr [44]. To date, Flickr receives more than 3 million geo-tagged
photos per month. Similarly, Panoramio started in October 2005; and by March 2007,
it has received more than 1 million geo-tagged photos [67].

3 Research and applications on georeferenced media
In this section, we survey the research work on georeferenced media from the following aspects: (1) organizing and browsing georeferenced media resources, (2) mining
semantic/social knowledge from georeferenced media, (3) learning landmarks in the
world, and (4) estimating geographical location of a photo.
3.1 Browsing, organizing and summarizing photo collections
Geographic location is one of the most important memory cues to recall people’s
past events [92]. The cognitive values of geo-location makes it extremely helpful in
organizing, browsing and visualizing media collections, ranging from a single user’s
personal photo album to a global collection of digital media resources [64, 82].
In particular, Digital Libraries and Multimedia communities have been active in
investigating georeferenced image organization and summarization [13, 34, 38, 41,
52, 64, 68, 78, 87].
One seminal effort to organize georeferenced photo organization is the World
Wide Media eXchange (WWMX) database by Toyama et al. from Microsoft Research [87]. WWMX is a map based prototype system that indexes and browses
a large collection of image media with georeference, timestamp, etc. It is the first
approach that concretes a number of important issues in building and indexing a
geoferenced database, which include: acquisition of georeferences, data structure for
georeferences and database optimization for georeferenced media. Thereafter, the
map-base photo browsing was adopted by several commercial photo-sharing services
on the Internet, such as Flickr and Panaromio. Figure 3 shows the interfaces of
WWMX (cited from [87]) and Panaromio. Both WWMX and Panaromio browse
photos by super-imposing them on map. Photo overlay on map, however, gives rise
to the issue of clutter map, as shown in Fig. 3b.
To alleviate the clutter in the map, several research projects devoted their effort
to selecting representative photos [62–64]. PhotoCompas by Naaman et al. [64]
attempted to browse personal photo album via a location and event hierarchy,
which can facilitate efficient search and browsing for photos of particular events
and locations. The location and event hierarchy is constructed via a combination
of existing time-based event detection methods [27, 32] and a temporal-geographical
clustering algorithm [24]. Specifically, PhotoCompas builds the hierarchical structure
in two steps: (1) automatically grouping photos into distinct events and geographical
locations, and (2) suggesting intuitive geographical names for the resulting groups
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Fig. 3 Interface of WWMX (a) (cited from [87]) and Panoramio (b). Both WWMX and Panaromio
browse photos by super-imposing in a map based system. Photo overlay on map, however, gives rise
to the issue of clutter map, as shown in b

[64]. The advantage of PhotoCompas is that it allows browsing of photo collection
without the use of a map. This is particularly useful in small-screen devices and
scenarios where displaying map is not convenient. The user studies in [62, 64] also
demonstrated the efficiency and usability of PhotoCompas. In addition to utilizing
time and location metadata, an extended version of PhotoCompas was proposed
later [63]. The extended PhotoCompas system integrates into the browser’s interface
a more comprehensive set of location- and time- derived context information,
including weather, local time, daylight status, sunset/sunrise time, etc. These context
information are extracted from various sources like weather station of the place
where the photo is geotagged. A use survey is then conducted to evaluate how
effective the context information are in facilitating better search and browsing.
Studies show that local time, daylight status, season seem to be stronger cues
than weather, temperature, data/time information; and outdoor/indoor cues are not
effective or useful in recalling one’s memory for effective photo search.
Similar to the approaches in [63, 64], Jaffe et al. [38] developed a system to
automatically select representative and relevant photographs from a particular
spatial region. The resulting summarization allows users to browse more easily and
efficiently through large scale georeferenced photo collections, as shown in Fig. 4.
The representative photos of a spatial region are selected by mining photographic
behavior patterns from spatial, temporal, and social metadata of photos. Specifically,
a modified Hungarian hierarchical clustering [26] is applied to identify groups of
spatially adjacent photos. Photos with top ranking scores in the cluster are then

Fig. 4 Representative photos are selected to summarize the photo collection in San Francisco (cited
from [38])
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selected to be representative ones. Not only summarizing collections with a subset
of photos, the system [38] also generates a “Tag Map” to visualize the distribution
of textual-topical tags representative to a particular spatial region. In this aspect,
the World Explorer system in [4] shares a similar vision. In [4], World Explorer
analyzes the tags associated with georeferenced Flickr photos to generate aggregate
knowledge in the form of representative tags for arbitrary areas in the world.
Metaphorically, it aims to create a “psychological map” of an arbitrary area via
location-based information analysis. The analysis is based on multi-level clustering
and TF-IDF (term frequenc, inverse document frequency) based scoring of tags. The
outcome of World Explorer is to visualize text tags representative to spatial areas on
a map, as shown in Fig. 5.
Besides photo metadata, Crandall [18] exploits the local visual features to determine the representative or canonical photos of a specific location. The premise of
the approach is based on the collective behavior of photographers. Namely, people
take photos because they are visually attracted by the subjects. If more photos are
taken on a view, then the view is more attractive and representative. The canonical
photo selection is then cast to finding the most salient photo out of a group of
visually similar ones. Borrowing the solution of [10, 76], the approach formulates
canonical photo selection as a graph problem. In a graph, each node represents a
photos and edge indicates the visual similarity of photos. The photos that are most
tightly connected to the others are deemed to be the canonical one. In this system,
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [54, 55] are used to compute the visual
similarity of photos.
3.2 Mining knowledge from georeferenced media
Billions of socially generated media resources on the Internet are a result of
experience sharing by web communities. This fast growing media collection records
our culture, society and environment, and provides opportunities to mine semantic
and social knowledge of this world [35, 38, 44, 70].
3.2.1 Extracting location semantics from geotagged photos
Jaffe et al. [38] and Kennedy et al. [44] from Yahoo! Research first attempted
to extract aggregate knowledge on certain location from large scale georeferenced
photos at Flickr. The “knowledge” here refers to the word or concept that can best
describe and symbolize a geographical region. The challenge is to extract structured

Fig. 5 World Explorer
visualizes text tags
representative to spatial areas
on a map (cited from [4])
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knowledge from the unstructure set of tags. The premise of the proposed solution
is based on the human attention and behavior embedded in the photos and tags.
Namely, if tags concentrate in a geographical area but do not occur often outside that
area, then these tags are more representative to the area than those spread over large
spatial region. The algorithm is similar to the one in [4], which exploits clustering and
TF-IDF to estimate the representativeness of tags.
Rattenbury et al. [71] further investigated the place and event semantics of
georeferenced tags, in addition to the representativeness. The proposed approach
can automatically determine whether a tag corresponds to a “place” like Bay
Bridge or an “event” like F1 car race 2010. A “place” tag is defined as a one
that exhibits significant spatial patterns, while an “event” tag refers to a one that
exhibits significant temporal patterns. Both definitions are vague and subject to some
geographic region. For example, carnival may not be able to indicate any event,
but will be very specific if only carnivals in New York City are considered. The
method, named Scale-structure Identification, is developed to analyze the spatial
and temporal distribution of tags and identify the “event” and “place” ones with
relative geographic scale. The “event” and “place” semantic identification can be
useful to many applications, such as image search, collection browsing and tag visualization [22].
3.2.2 Learning tourism knowledge
In Web 2.0 communities, people share their traveling experience in blogs and forums.
As shown in Fig. 6, these articles, named travelogues, contain various tourism related
information, including text depiction of landmark, photos of attractions and so on
[31, 40, 100]. Travelogue provides abundant data source to extract tourism related
knowledge. Hao et al. [31] proposed to exploit travelogues to generate location
overviews in the form of both visual and textual descriptions. The approach first
mines a set of location-representative keywords from travelogues, and retrieve web
images using the learnt keywords. The resulting web images and tags are presented
via a user interface to provide an overview for a given location. To model travelogue
documents, the approach assumes a document is generated from a mixture of topics.
A generative travelogue model is then developed by extending probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (pLSA) model [36, 58]. The model learns the word-topic (local and
global tourism topic, like an attraction sight) distribution of travelogue documents
and identifies representative keywords within a given location.
In later work [30], Hao et al. extended the approach by modeling travelogue
documents with a refined model, named Location-Topic Model. Based on travelogue
Fig. 6 Example of a
travelogue and its topics (cited
from [30])
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modeling, three applications are further developed, which are: (1) tour destination
recommendation, (2) destination summarization, and (3) travelogue enrichment. To
recommend a destination, user presents his tour intention by a query like “I plan to
go hiking next month. Could you recommend some destinations good for hiking?”
[30]. The system then utilizes the topic model to select the destination with highest
matching score. The destination summarization visualizes a tour destination with its
representative photos and tags, similar to the approach in [31]. To facilitate user
to browse other’s travelogues, the approach extracts the highlights of a travelogue
document and enriches it by providing additional visual descriptions.
Complementing travelogues, georeferenced photos also tell a great deal about
tourism knowledge. The photos, together with their time- and geo-references, implicitly document the photographers’ spatiotemporal movement paths. Zheng et al. [97]
first explored the geotagged photos on Flickr to analyze the people’s travel pattern
at the local level of a tour destination. First, from a noisy pool of geotagged photos,
the approach builds a statistically reliable database of travel paths, and mine a list
of regions of attraction (RoA). Then the tourist traffic flow among different RoAs
is investigated by exploiting Markov chain model [20]. The Markov chain model is
widely used in various disciplines to analyze the trend of spatio-temporal movement
and outcomes of sequential events [37, 89]. Based on the first-order dependence in
Markov chain, the approach estimates the statistics of visitors traveling from one
region to another. Such tourist traffic analysis helps to indicate centric regions of
attractions (RoA), which have influx of tourists from many other RoAs. Testing is
conducted on four major cities, including San Francisco, New York City, Paris and
London, and demonstrates encouraging and interesting results.
Before the emergence of geotagged photos on the Internet, people mobility and
travel behavior within a local tour destination have been actively researched, as they
are important topics to mobile applications and location based services [6, 49, 56,
57, 97]. In general, there exist two types of methods to acquire detailed travel data:
(1) a survey with questionnaire on people’s location histories [57]; and (2) locationacquistion devices for people to wear, such as GPS, cellular phone, etc. [57, 101].
The issue with the first method is its expensive and time-consuming manual process,
while the second method gives rise to unavoidable privacy issue that makes most
people reluctant to participate in the study. The approach in [97] circumvents these
two issues by acquiring people’s travel information from GPS-tagged photos on the
Internet. The advantage of this approach is that tourist mobility analysis can readily
scale up onto a multitude of tour destinations. Such an automated travel pattern
analytic approach can be tremendously useful to many geo-spatial applications. For
example, the travel sequence analysis can reveal the crowd’s choice of popular tour
routes and help to monitor the traffic patterns of tourists [97].
3.2.3 Culture discovery from geotagged photos
The georeferenced photos and tags contain rich information about the culture
of their geotagged region. Yanai et al. [93–95] attempted to detect the cultural
differences of certain local regions by mining the representative photos of selected
culture concepts. Given a concept, such as “noodle”, the approach first locates a set
of relevant photos across different geographic areas. Then the geographic regions
representative to the concept are identified via a clustering approach. The rational
is that if a geographic region contains a multitude of concept relevant photos,
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then the region is representative to the concept. Finally, for each region, a set of
representative photos are selected to visualize the culture concepts in the region.
Figure 7 illustrates the representative photos and regions for concept “noodle” in
Japan and Europe. In essence, the approach [93–95] is to identify representative
photos and regions in a image collection, similar to previous work [4, 38, 64]. The
difference is that the focus here is on detecting cultural differences of particular
regions.
3.3 Learning landmarks in the world
Landmark is a prominent geographic feature that exhibits salient visual, cultural,
natural, functional or historical significance. The attractiveness and popular appeal of
landmarks result in a vast amount of landmark related media resources on the Internet, which has spurred much research attention from SIGGRAPH, Computer Vision
and Multimedia communities. This section reviews the literature work on landmark
from three aspects: (1) building world-wide landmark database, (2) landmark visual
summarization and 3D modeling, and (3) landmark recognition.
3.3.1 Building world-wide landmark database
Several studies have investigated on building landmark database [1, 43, 50]. The
scale of constructed databases is usually at city level. Zheng et al. [98, 99] first attempted to construct a world-scale landmark database, including landmarks’ photos,
country, city, GPS latitude and longitude, and so on. The approach first mines a
comprehensive list of landmarks from two sources: (1) 20 million geotagged photos
and (2) online tour guide web pages. Candidate images for each landmark are
then obtained from photo sharing websites or by querying an image search engine.
Second, landmark visual models are built by pruning candidate images using efficient
image matching and unsupervised clustering techniques. Finally, the landmarks and
their visual models are validated by checking authorship of their member images.
The resulting landmark database incorporates 5,312 landmarks from 1,259 cities in
144 countries. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the landmarks in the database.

Fig. 7 Representative photos
and regions for concept
“noodle” in Japan (a) and
Europe (b) (cited from [93])
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Fig. 8 The distribution of landmarks mined from geotagged photos and tour guide web articles (cited
from [98])

3.3.2 Landmark visual summarization and 3D modeling
As landmark photos on the Internet grow rapidly, browsing and summarizing
landmark photo collections become important. Kennedy et al. [43] proposed to
extract representative views for a landmark by unsupervised learning on Flickr
photos and metadata. Geographic tags corresponding to landmark names are first
identified via a clustering approach similar to [4]. The visual contents of photos
associated with landmark tags are then summarized to generate representative views
for the corresponding landmark. The basis is that the landmark view is deemed to
representative, if many people photograph it. Similarly, Chen et al. [15] summarized
a landmark with a set of canonical and consensus images via image matching and
clustering. The resulting canonical image is then segmented into landmark icon,
which is further incorporated into a tour map.
Parallelled by summarizing landmarks with representative photos [15, 43, 72],
researchers from SIGGRAPH and Computer Vision communities also explore how
to summarize and browse landmark photos in a 3D environment. Photo Tourism
by Microsoft Research [79, 80] first explored the sparse 3D reconstruction of
landmarks from Internet photos. The system achieves high quality reconstructions,
by exhaustive pairwise image matching and global bundle adjustments of the model
after inserting each new view into the 3D model [50]. The major limitation is,
however, the high computational complexity and sensitivity to outlier images. The
process becomes particularly inefficient, when the photo collection is large and
heavily contaminated with noisy non-landmark images. Based on the Photo Tourism
system, Microsoft developed a commercial software, i.e. Photosynth. To circumvent
the issues of efficiency and outlier images, Photosynth accepts a set of predominantly
“clean” landmark photos from user as input. Inspired by Photo Tourism, more
efficient structure from motion (SfM) methods are developed to perform landmark
3D construction [2, 3, 25, 50, 65, 81]. The basis is similar, which is utilizing the
visual redundancy of comuunity-contributed photos to learn the appearance and 3D
geometric structures of landmarks.
3.3.3 Landmark recognition
Along the development of landmark databases, many landmark recognition systems
have been proposed [50, 51, 98]. Despite the differences in scale and methodologies,
most approaches formulate landmark recognition as a classification task. Different
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from traditional classification tasks, like object categorization, landmark recognition
encompasses challenges of a much larger number of landmark categories and a vast
amount of landmark images. For example, the recognition engine in [98] incorporates
over 5,000 landmark categories and about 1 million images in the model. Thus,
efficiency becomes a non-trivial issue. Moreover, landmark photos may present huge
photometric and geometric variations, due to changes in scale, pose, translation,
image capturing conditions, viewpoint, occlusion and clutter [48].
A reliable image representation is crucial to build effective visual models of
landmarks. Global features, such as color moments, color correlogram, are sensitive
to changes in scale, pose, illumination and image capturing condition. On the other
hand, part-based local image representation, like bag of local features, have shown
robustness and resilience in photometric and geometric image variations, such as
changes in scale, translation, light condition, viewpoint, occlusion and clutter, in part
[48, 53]. Thus, most landmark recognition systems [50, 51, 98] adopt local feature
representation by extracting a set of informative and highly repeatable interest
points (regions), based on color or geometric saliency. Examples of local region
detectors are Difference of Gaussian [55], Harris–Laplace [59], Maximally Stable
Extremal Regions (MSRE) [21], to name a few. For each detected keypoint, a feature
descriptor (vector) is computed over its local neighborhood. There exist several local
descriptors, such as Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [60],
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [54, 55], Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [7], Shape Context [8], Spin Image [47], and so on. By representing images
as a bag of unordered local features, the pairwise image similarity can then be
estimated via a image matching model [55]. To quantitatively determine the match
score between two images, the recognition system in [98] models the local feature
matching as a stochastic Bernoulli process [73]. In the process, the outcome of each
feature matching is regarded as a Bernoulli random variable that are identically and
independently distributed (i.i.d). The match score is estimated by using a cumulative
binomial distribution, in the spirits of [69]. To achieve high efficiency, a indexing
mechanism, like k-d tree [9], is usually used to retrieval nearest neighbors of local
features, in the phase of image matching.
In addition to bag of features representations, the recognition systems in [50, 51]
adopt bag-of-words and its variations to represent images. The advantage is obvious.
The vector representation allows most distance metric and discriminative classifiers,
such as the nearest neighbor schemes and the kernel based classifiers, to be readily
applicable to landmark recognition. To date, landmark recognition has achieved
substantial progresses. According to [98], the recognition performance on over 5,000
landmarks reaches an accuracy of 80.8%; and the time it takes to recognize landmark
in a query images is only 0.2 s in a P4 computer. The landmark recognition system
in [98] has been incorporated into the Google’s newly released mobile product,
Goggles.8
3.4 Estimating geographic location of a photo
While geographic metadata of photos have been actively studied, research attention
is also drawn to the other end of the spectrum: recognizing the geographic location
8 http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/
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of a photo. The “Where am I” Contest held at ICCV’05 [84] has provided a
platform to showcase the state-of-the-arts visual localization methods [28, 96]. In
the contest, participants are given a collection of photographs in a city along with
the GPS location; and the task is to estimate the geographic location of an unseen
image. Multi-view geometric feature based image matching is the basis for most
participating approaches [28, 96].
Soon after the contest, the gigantic geotagged photo collections available on
Flickr fueled the visual localization towards world scale. The IM2GPS system by
Hays and Efros [33] estimates the geographic location of a photo in a purely datadriven scene matching approach. Given an unseen photo, the approach retrieves top
120 most visually similar photos out of a pool of 6 million geotagged photos. The
probability distribution of geographic location is estimated from the weighted GPS
coordinates of the 120 photos. The mode of the distribution is determined using
mean-shift clustering and used as the prediction of photo location. Figure 9 shows
examples of query images and their estimated geographic location probability on
the map. Kalogerakis et al. [42] extended IM2GPS system to identify geographic
location for sequences of timestamped photos. By utilizing 6 million geotagged
photos from Flickr as training database, a travel prior distribution is estimated to
describe the likelihood of traveling from one location to another during a given
time interval. Similar to [33], the geographic location distribution of an input image
is determined by matching it against the photos in the training database. The
locations for images in a sequence is then inferred by using the Forward-Backward
algorithm [12].
The methodologies of [33, 42] enable them to provide generic geographic location
estimation on photos taken anywhere in the world in theory. The price is that
the location prediction accuracy may not reach the level of satisfaction, as existing
geotagged photos are not sufficient to provide extensive visual sampling of the planet
Earth. On the other hand, some researchers choose to perform relatively accurate
visual localization on a limited set of geographic locations, namely tourist landmarks
[15, 18, 50, 51, 98]. The reason is obvious. The popular appeal of landmarks always
attracts people’s attention, and consequently, the sheer volume of photos provide
extensive visual samples of landmark appearances and geometric structures. Refer to

Fig. 9 Given query images (in the left), their geographic location probability on the map (in the
right) are estimated from the top k nearest neighbor geotagged photos (in the middle) in the training
database (cited from [33])
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Section 3.3.3 for the survey of literature work on landmark recognition. The reported
accuracy of landmark recognition is much higher than the general photo location
estimation.
Besides visual features, researchers also exploited text metadata to estimate the
geographic location of photos. Serdyukov et al. [75] explored a language model
on Flickr photo tags to predict the geographic location of photos. The approach
discretizes the earth’s surface into m × n grids, each of which defines a location. A
multinomial language model is then estimated from the tags associated with images
in the grid for location prediction. Similarly, Laere et al. [91] proposed to geotag
Flickr photos by analyzing the distributions of photo tags. The approach first clusters
regions of interest into disjoint areas and compiles a vocabulary of relevant text tags
using χ 2 statistic. A Naive Byes classifier is then trained on the tag vocabulary to
predict geographic area of unseen photos.
It is worth mentioning that place recognition has been a well studied research topic
in robotics, even before the emergence of geotagged photos on the Internet. In the
context of mobile robot system, place recognition (or robot localization/mapping)
is crucial to robot navigation, as it determines and tracks the position of a mobile
robot relative to its environment [46, 74, 86, 88]. The different context and target
make researchers approach robot localization and location recognition in photos
in disparate methodologies. The place recognition in robotics is usually to identify
the robot location within a constrained environment like an office building, while
location recognition in photos in recent research targets to estimate the general
geographic location where the photo was shot. Nevertheless, many techniques in
visual robot localization, such as visual features [96], have been borrowed and
extended to location recognition in photos [28, 96]. Refer to [19] for survey on robot
localization and navigation.

4 Research challenges and future directions
Research on georeferenced media has achieved many advances in various aspects.
However, there are still many open research issues that need to be solved to build
compelling geographic and location based applications.

4.1 Multilingual mining in georeferenced media
As introduced earlier, georeferenced media on the Internet is collaboratively authored and shared by web community across the world. Georeferenced media
is, therefore, multilingual in nature. However, most systems take English as the
processing language only. This effectively excludes the media resources in other
languages. The consequence is that the knowledge and patterns mined from georeferenced media are biased towards English speaking countries and regions. The
study in [98] confirms this conjecture. In [98], a world-scale landmark database
is built from geotagged photos and tour guide articles. Observation shows that
among top 20 countries with largest number of landmarks, 17 of them are in North
America or Europe where English is commonly spoken. In particular, the number
of landmarks in China amounts to 101 only, which is clearly under-counted. This
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manifests the need to incorporate multilingual language processing into data mining
on georeferenced media.
Community-contributed media resources on the Internet are the result of experience sharing by Web 2.0 users. Media resources in different languages may reflect the
knowledge, vision and perception of different cultures and community. Leveraging
geographic location and language in an inter-connected fashion opens up possibilities
to learn different behavioral and social patterns in different cultures.
4.2 Geographic orientation of photos
The geographic locations of photos on the Internet have opened up a new host of
research and application possibilities. Knowing the geograhic orientation of photos,
i.e., in which direction the cameras are pointing, will broaden the opportunities
even further. Though most cameras are not equipped with sensors to measure the
orientation and inclination of the device, smartphotos, with the iPhone and HTC
Magic as prime examples, have started to embrace digital compass technologies [17].
In addition to hardware sensors, software solutions to estimate photo orientation
also exist [16, 79]. For example, the Photo Tourism system [79] estimates the relative
translation and orientation between photos, by leveraging the visual redundancy
among photos. Till now, geographic orientation of photos are rarely available. Nevertheless, with the development of compass-equipped cameras and smartphones, such
kind of metadata is expected to emerge in the near future. With the availability of
photo orientation metadata, many compelling applications can be accomplished. For
example, with the photo alignment information, visual summarization and browsing
of photo collections can be adaptive to the user direction and perspective on the map.
Moreover, 3D reconstruction of geo-location can be much more efficient.
4.3 Travel guide from geotagged photos
Georeferenced media resources, like tour guide articles and travelogues, contain
rich information about tourism. While much research effort has been invested in
digging knowledge and patterns of touristic attractions [31, 40, 100], little has been
done on how to travel among these attractions. Designing a travel guide is a much
more complicated task that need to takes into account not only itinerary, traveling
sequence and staying time of different sights, but also personal preferences. Recently,
researchers from Yahoo [90] developed a travel guide system on popular locations
and itineraries from geotagged Flickr photos. The premise of the system is to utilize
the “wisdom of the crowd” via a data-driven approach. Nevertheless, many issues
remain open and need to be further explored.
4.4 Social tagging of locations and events
Recent popularity of location-based social services, such as the Foursquare,9
Gowalla,10 and Hot-Potato,11 etc., have generated huge amount of detailed location
and event tags. It covers not only popular landmarks, but also obscure places, thus

9 http://foursqure.com
10 http://gowalla.com/
11 http://hotpot.uvic.ca/
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providing broad and wide coverage of locations in unprecedented scales. Integration
of these social location tags and geotagged photos permits not just popular locations
to be recognized, but also little known places like student hostels in universities,
grocery stores in neighborhood and so on. It opens up new opportunity to expand
research and applications from popular (or mostly touristic) places to obscure
locations.

5 Concluding remarks
Research on online georeferenced multimedia is a young field dating back to the
early 2000’s, yet it has been actively studied in several major research communities
of Computer Vision, Multimedia, KDD and Digital Libraries. This paper surveyed
the recent research and applications on georeferenced media to highlight what
has been achieved and what are the challenges and possible research directions.
Specifically, the survey focuses on the following four aspects: (1) organizing and
browsing georeferenced media resources, (2) mining semantic/social knowledge
from georeferenced media, (3) learning landmarks in the world, and (4) estimating
geographic location of a photo. Based on the research achievements now, open issues
and challenges are identified, and directions that can lead to compelling applications
are suggested.
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